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INTRODUCTION

Although geologists have been thinking and writing about diffusion in minerals, magmas, and rocks since early in the 20th century (e.g., Penrose 1914; Van Orstrand 1915; Bowen 1921; Eskola 1934; Duffell 1937; Reynolds 1947; Garrels 1949), very few experimental measurements of diffusion in minerals by geologists were published until the 1960’s. The development of commercial electron microprobes in the late 1960’s made it possible to measure compositional zoning in minerals on a micron scale, which provided both the motivation for and a means of determining diffusion coefficients. This led to a significant increase in the rate of publication of papers on diffusion in minerals during the 1970’s (see Fig. 1). Other technological advances (e.g., secondary ion mass spectrometry) have further increased interest in diffusion data, leading to a continued growth of published diffusion coefficients and to the application of a host of experimental designs and measurement techniques (e.g., vapor deposition, Rutherford backscattering, nuclear reactions) that have expanded the range of measurable diffusivities (see Watson and Baxter 2007, Fig. 5; Watson and Dohmen 2010; Cherniak et al. 2010).

As interest in diffusion and the number of published diffusion coefficients have grown, several compilations of diffusion data for minerals have been published to assist researchers in finding the data they need (Harrop 1968; Askill 1970; Freer 1980, 1981; Brady 1995). However, such reviews do not provide easy (electronic) access to the data and they become quickly dated in an active field. Therefore, we have assembled a database of published experimental diffusion data for minerals and have made it available on the internet (http://diffusion.smith.edu), both as a searchable dataset and as downloadable files in various formats. As of this writing, our dataset includes 484 diffusion coefficient entries extracted from 223 papers. It is a work in progress. We know that the database is incomplete and, like any compilation, that it may contain mistakes, misinterpretations, and omissions. We hope that those who publish diffusion data and/or use the database will help us correct, improve, and extend it. This chapter presents some of the insights we have gained from examining the assembled data, which may serve as a context for the more detailed comparisons and evaluations of diffusion data in this RiMG volume.

Published sources for the diffusion data in the database are all included in the references for this chapter. A look at the minerals represented in the database gives a snapshot in time...
of the research interests of the kinetics community. Over 75% of the diffusion coefficients are for silicates, with the most attention given to feldspars (16%), followed by pyroxenes (14%), olivine (12%), and garnet (8%) (see Fig. 2A). Of the silicates, data for micas (3%) and amphiboles (1.6%) are in short supply relative to the mineral abundance. Of the non-silicates, phosphates (apatite and monazite) are first (8%), followed by oxides (6%), carbonates (4%), and sulfides (3%). Many minerals have not been studied. Most of the measurements are of tracer diffusion coefficients (49%) or self-diffusion coefficients (40%), with only 11% interdiffusion coefficients, although some of the self-diffusion coefficients were calculated from interdiffusion experiments. Data for tracer diffusion or self-diffusion of 45 elements are included. The greatest number of measurements was made on oxygen diffusion (14%). Also numerous are data for Sr (8%), Ca (6%), Mg (6%), Pb (5%), H (4%), Si (4%), and Ar (4%) (see Fig. 2B).

ARRHENIUS RELATIONS

Following the suggestion of Arrhenius (1889) and others, most papers in the database (93%) provide a linear fit to their diffusion data on a log_{10}D vs. 1/T diagram, reporting the slope of the fit as \((E_a/R)\) and the intercept as log_{10}D_0. \(E_a\) is the “activation energy”, \(R\) is the gas constant, and \(D_0\) is the diffusivity extrapolated to infinite temperature \(T\). Linearity (or near linearity) is expected on Arrhenius diagrams for rate constants, such as diffusion coefficients, as long as the kinetic process uses the same mechanism over the range of temperatures studied (see Lasaga 1998, p. 60). For this reason, Arrhenius diagrams can be helpful not only in smoothing experimental data, but also in comparing diffusion coefficients among minerals, diffusing species, physical conditions, etc. The database enables users to make such comparisons easily.

An example of an Arrhenius comparison among minerals is given for oxygen diffusion in Figure 3. Figure 3A shows data for the self-diffusion of oxygen, typically \(^{18}\)O, in a variety of minerals in the presence of water or water vapor. Figure 3B shows data for the self-diffusion of oxygen in minerals under nominally anhydrous conditions. It is evident from the
diagrams that, on average, the activation energy for oxygen diffusion in the presence of water is lower (average = 214 kJ/mol) than for “dry” diffusion of oxygen (average = 278 kJ/mol). For minerals that have been studied under both hydrous and anhydrous conditions, diffusion coefficients for the dry experiments are smaller. These features have been interpreted by many workers to mean that the diffusing species is different (e.g., OH\(^{-1}\) or H\(_2\)O) when water is present (e.g., Yund and Anderson 1974). A quantitative model of the role of oxygen speciation during diffusion (such as H\(_2\)O during \(^{18}\)O diffusion) can be found in Zhang et al. (1991).

There are too many lines to label them all at the scale of Figure 3, but several minerals have been labeled on each diagram. There is a general trend for minerals with more open structures
to have higher oxygen self-diffusion coefficients, although there are obvious exceptions (e.g., rutile vs. diopside). This trend observed for diffusion of oxygen is at best a rule of thumb and can be misleading because factors other than space in the crystal structure affect diffusivities (see Moore et al. 1998, for a discussion of O diffusion in rutile). Nevertheless, similar relations are observed for the diffusion of other elements. Ranges of diffusivity versus inverse temperature from the diffusion database for nearly all studied elements are shown in Figure 4 for several common mineral groups. As is the case for oxygen, diffusion coefficients for different minerals have restricted, if overlapping, ranges. In compiling Figure 4, diffusion coefficients for noble gases (He, Ar) and small cations (H, Li) have been omitted to display more clearly ranges that reflect the bulk of the diffusion data. Attempts to use these relations to predict diffusion coefficients quantitatively have had modest success (e.g., Zheng and Fu 1998; Fortier and Giletti 1989; Zhao and Zheng 2007) and will be discussed later in this review.

Arrhenius comparisons for diffusion of different elements in one mineral can be found throughout this volume. As an example, an Arrhenius diagram for all database entries for quartz is given here as Figure 5. For diffusion of cations in quartz, diffusion coefficients for more highly charged cations are generally lower (at the same temperature) than for cations of lower charge. Similarly, activation energies for diffusion of more highly charged cations are generally higher. As a rule of thumb with many exceptions, these trends apply to all the data in the diffusion database as shown in Figure 6. Almost all of the anion diffusion data in the database are for oxygen. Oxygen (−2) diffusivities for dry experiments (Fig. 3B), occupy the same range of values as +2 cations in Figure 6, suggesting that charge, whether positive or negative, has a similar inhibiting effect on diffusion that is proportional to the absolute value of the charge.

The influence of the size of an atom on its diffusion coefficient also can be seen in Figure 5 for quartz by looking at the data for the elements Li, Na, and K, which have the same charge but different sizes. This effect is also displayed nicely for alkali elements by albite and orthoclase.
Figure 5. Arrhenius lines for diffusion in quartz for all entries in the database under nominally dry conditions. For cations, diffusion coefficients are generally lower and activation energies are generally higher for more highly charged cations in quartz. Interestingly, oxygen (-2) occupies the same range of diffusivities as +2 cations. Noble gases, such as Ar, follow other trends (see Baxter 2010).

Figure 6. Schematic Arrhenius diagram showing the ranges of measured diffusion coefficients and temperatures for diffusing cations of different charge in the diffusion database. There is considerable overlap of the fields, but for the same temperature more highly charged cations are likely to have a smaller diffusion coefficient. Similarly, as a generalization with many exceptions, diffusion of more highly charged cations is likely to have a larger activation energy. Oxygen (-2) diffusion coefficients under dry conditions (Fig. 3B) occupy the same range as +2 cations.
(see Giletti and Shanahan 1997; Cherniak 2010, Fig. 7). However, it is difficult to find good examples of this relationship for diffusion of +2 or +3 cations in minerals in the database, perhaps because the relative differences in size are smaller. Database data for diffusion of +3 REE in diopside and zircon and for +2 cations in some feldspar compositions also exhibit this effect.

A problem with showing diffusion data on Arrhenius diagrams is that the uncertainties in measurements tend to be forgotten when the data are represented by a straight thin line. Data for the tracer diffusion of alkali atoms in albite, mentioned in the previous paragraph, are shown in Figure 7 in a way that emphasizes the effect on Arrhenius diagrams of uncertainties in activation energy ($E_a$) and $\log_{10}D_0$. In Figure 7, several lines are drawn for the diffusion of each element. The middle line (solid) uses the reported $E_a$ and $\log_{10}D_0$. The two dashed lines use the reported $E_a$ and $\log_{10}D_0$, but adds to or subtracts from those values their reported uncertainties. The original diffusion data are shown along with curved solid lines that bound a two-sigma 95% confidence interval, which is slightly narrower in the center of the interval. A band of uniform width is drawn about the center line to show a simplified range of possible diffusion coefficients for each temperature that might be used if only the reported uncertainties in $E_a$ and $\log_{10}D_0$ are available. Users of the database should be careful not to overestimate the accuracy of diffusion measurements.

**DIFFUSION COMPENSATION DIAGRAMS**

Another way to show interesting relationships among sets of diffusion data is to examine the compensation, or Meyer-Neldel, effect. The “compensation effect” refers to a positive linear relationship between the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient at a given temperature and the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. This effect is illustrated in Figure 7, where the diffusion coefficients of Li, K, Rb, and Na in albite are plotted against $1/T$ (in Kelvin). The data are fitted to Arrhenius-type equations, and the uncertainties in the activation energy and pre-exponential factor are indicated by dashed lines.

Figure 7. Data and Arrhenius lines for diffusion of Li, K, and Rb in albite from Giletti and Shanahan (1997) and for diffusion of Na in albite from Kasper (1975). The Arrhenius lines are bounded by curved, 95% confidence-interval boundaries. Dashed lines are calculated by using two-sigma uncertainties in the activation energy (slope) and $\log_{10}D_0$ (intercept), pairing the largest $E_a$ with the largest $\log_{10}D_0$ and the smallest $E_a$ with the smallest $\log_{10}D_0$. The shaded bands give the uncertainty uniformly over the experimental temperature range, based on the widest separation of the dashed lines.
correlation between the activation energy for diffusion \((E_a)\) and the log of the pre-exponential factor \((D_0)\) for diffusion of various elements within a particular material, or diffusion of a particular ionic or molecular species within a range of materials. The dependence has the form

\[ E_a = a + b \log(D_0) \]

where the factors \(a\) and \(b\) are specific to a particular material, diffusion mechanism, or diffusing species. While perhaps inadequate for accurate predictive purposes, compensation relationships do provide general insight into the ways in which crystal character influences diffusion and help identify anomalies where different diffusion mechanisms may apply.

There has been continued examination of the phenomenon of diffusion compensation and explanations in the literature of the compensation (Meyer-Neldel) law through molecular dynamic models (e.g., Boisvert et al. 1995) and statistical mechanics (e.g., Roginskii and Khait 1960; Yelon and Movaghar 1990; Yelon et al. 1992; Almond and West 1986, 1987). Essentially, compensation can be considered the result of a quasi-linear dependence of the activation energy for diffusion on the activation entropy (e.g., Winchell 1969). Materials and/or species with large activation barriers for diffusion compensate for the difficulty in surmounting these barriers by increasing the frequency of their attempts to diffuse (e.g., Boisvert et al. 1995).

Reasonable conformance to diffusion compensation trends has been observed for glasses (e.g., Winchell 1969; Hoffman 1980). Compensation was first considered with respect to diffusion in minerals in Hart’s (1981) study, followed by Sneeringer et al. (1984) who considered Sr and Sm diffusion in diopside. Bejina and Jaoul (1997) later explored these relations for Si diffusion in silicates, and more recently the compilation of Zhao and Zheng (2007) examined diffusion compensation for a range of mineral phases and diffusants.

Plots of compensation relations are shown for a variety of diffusants (Figs. 8-10) and mineral phases (Figs. 11-12) from the database. Statistically good correlations are found for Mg (Fig. 8A), Pb (Fig. 8B), rare-earth elements (REE, Fig. 9A), and Si (Fig. 9B). Not shown, but similarly good compensation relations are observed for Sr and Ca, and for the alkaline earth elements as a group. Data for the alkali elements Na and K show less good correlations, in part due to the limited range of activation energies observed. Oxygen diffusion data show a broad compensation trend \((R^2 = 0.58)\) across minerals that is slightly improved \((R^2 = 0.71)\) if only the dry experiments are considered (see also Zheng and Fu 1998). The few He data in the database show a good compensation line. Ar data show a good line only for the hydrous silicates (Zhao and Zheng 2007), with most anhydrous silicate data well off this trend. Uncertainties in the reported data should be shown on compensation diagrams, where differences among results are clearly displayed. For many elements, there are not enough measured diffusivities in minerals to yield a statistically meaningful compensation relation. Data selection can change the resulting compensation line and should be done with consideration, for example, of the types of experimental and analytical techniques used to determine diffusion coefficients and the limitations in each case, as well as the potential for measured diffusivities to be affected by non-diffusional processes.

All of the data we used to create the compensation diagrams are for tracer diffusion or self-diffusion. In most cases, interdiffusion data are not available in sufficient numbers to give meaningful compensation diagrams. One possible exception is Fe-Mg interdiffusion for which we have 15 measurements in minerals, which are shown in Figure 10. The data for Fe-Mg interdiffusion data plot near to the compensation line for Mg, but the Fe-Mg interdiffusion compensation line has a much different slope and intercept and an \(r^2\) value of only 0.36. Many factors make interdiffusion more complex than self-diffusion or tracer diffusion, typically including a strong dependence on composition that may include a “thermodynamic factor” (Brady 1975) and be especially sensitive to \(f_{O_2}\) or \(f_{H_2O}\).
For diffusion following a compensation relation, there will be a critical temperature (sometimes called the “isokinetic” or “crossover” temperature) at which diffusion of all species in a particular mineral (or in all minerals for a particular diffusing species) will be the same. The physical significance of these temperatures is generally not well understood, but they may have practical importance when considering relative diffusivities of specific elements in a mineral phase over a range of geologically relevant temperatures if the “crossover” point is within the temperature range of interest. The isokinetic temperature ($T_{ISO}$) is inversely related
to the slope \((S)\) of the compensation line following the relation:

\[
T_{iso}(K) = \frac{1}{S \times R}
\]

where \(R\) is the gas constant (e.g., Winchell 1969; Lasaga 1998, p.81). For the compensation diagrams in this paper, the expression used is:

\[
T_{iso}({^o}C) = \frac{1000}{S \times 8.314 \times 2.303} - 273.15
\]

The constant 1000 is needed because \(E_a\) is in kJ/mol, and the constant 2.303 is needed because base 10 logarithms were used. An example of “ideal” Arrhenius relations for diffusion of rare-earth elements (REE), based on the compensation relation from Figure 9A, is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 11. All Arrhenius lines pass through $T_{\text{ISO}}$, which is 1400 °C, and have the $\log D$ value of −17.32. For comparison, an Arrhenius diagram for the observed REE diffusivities is shown in Figure 12A. The Arrhenius lines of Figure 11A have been extended in Figure 12B to show the range of actual intersections and to give a sense of the uncertainties that accompany even very good compensation lines.

Different groups of elements show systematically different compensation relations. One interesting observation from the compensation lines for various elements is a trend of increasing slope of the compensation lines with decreasing charge among divalent, trivalent, and tetravalent cations (see Fig. 13). This trend may reflect the greater options for jumps for less-highly charged cations by charge

![Figure 12](image-url)  
*(A.) Arrhenius lines for diffusion of rare earth elements (La, Nd, Sm, Eu, Dy, Er, Yb) as reported for all minerals in the database (except fluorite). (B.) The same Arrhenius lines as in A., but with each Arrhenius line extended beyond its measurement region to the boundaries of the diagram to show the lines intersecting. Compare this diagram with ideal diffusion compensated lines in Figure 11.*

![Figure 13](image-url)  
*Figure 13. Compensation diagram for the diffusion of cations arranged by charge in all oxygen-based minerals in the database (no sulfides, halides, etc.). The positions of the data points change systematically as charge increases from +1 to +4. The slopes of the compensation lines increase as charge increases from +2 to +4, although the slope of the +1 compensation line does not follow the trend.*
cations, effects due to charge-balance requirements, or differences in diffusion mechanisms between respective groups of cations. Univalent cations seem to depart from this trend (see Fig. 13), but there is considerable scatter in the data and a limited range of activation energies for these diffusants.

Data for diffusion of a variety of elements in a specific mineral, rather than diffusion of one element in many minerals, also can show good correlations for diffusion compensation. However, because of variations in compensation relations with charge (Fig. 13), the mineral data are generally fit more closely by a line if the diffusants are similar in charge. Examples of compensation relations from the database are shown for the minerals calcite and quartz in Figure 14 and for diopside and plagioclase in Figure 15. Calcite (Fig. 14A) diffusion data for constituent elements C, Ca, and O along with Mg, Sr, Pb, Dy, La, Nd are closely modeled by a compensation line. Quartz (Fig. 14B) exhibits two compensation trends, one for univalent and divalent cations (Li, Na, K, Ca), and another for more highly charged cations (Si, Ti), which as above show a steeper slope than for the less highly-charged species. Data for oxygen diffusion in quartz are spread over the two cation trends. Diopside (Fig. 15A) exhibits very good compensation relations for diffusion of all measured elements (Al, Ca, Ce, Dy, Fe, La, Mg, Nd, O, Pb, Si, Sm, Sr, Th, U) except H, He and Li. Plagioclase data (Fig. 15B) are less well correlated, but the fit is improved considerably if the +1 cations (K, Li, Na) and the +4 cation (Si) are omitted, leaving Ca, O, Mg, Nd, Pb, Rb, and Sr.

Several other minerals show good compensation relations only if some diffusing elements are ignored. Zircon data for Dy, Hf, O, Pb, Si, Sm, Th, Ti, U, and Yb, are fit well ($R^2 = 0.90$) if the He data are omitted. Olivine data are not fit well unless only the +2 diffusants (Ca, Co, Mg, Mn, Ni) are considered ($R^2 = 0.85$), and has a better fit ($R^2 = 0.89$) if the +2 interdiffusion data are added. Fluorite data for Ca, Dy, Nd, Sr, Y, Yb are correlated ($R^2 = 0.91$) if the F data are removed. Fluorapatite data for Ca, Dy, La, Mn, Nd, O, P, Pb, Sm, Sr, and Yb are correlated ($R^2 = 0.90$) if He, F, and U data are removed. Based on these observations, it
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Figure 14. Compensation diagram for diffusion of many different elements in carbonate minerals (A.) and quartz (B.). Uncertainties for activation energy and log$D_0$ are shown if they were reported in the original paper. For carbonates, all data are for calcite except for one (square) point for diffusion of C in dolomite. For quartz, the data points fit by the upper line are for Li, Na, K, and Ca. The data points fit by the lower line are for Si and Ti. Not shown are data points for O, which fall on or between the other lines and show no apparent trend.
appears that charge and size of the diffusing species may be as important as the host mineral in determining diffusivity. Despite these seemingly good agreements in specific cases, there are other minerals, such as alkali feldspar ($R^2 = 0.62$, Fig. 16), that conform less well to linear diffusion compensation trends. While this departure may in part be a consequence of large uncertainties in extant diffusion data and/or experimental artifacts contributing to erroneous Arrhenius relations, it may in some cases reflect the complexity of substitutional processes, diffusional mechanisms, effects of material composition, or other factors influencing diffusion. Similarly, while reasonably good correlations are found for diffusion of divalent cations, the

**Figure 15.** Compensation diagram for diffusion of many elements in diopside (A.) and plagioclase (B.). Uncertainties for activation energy and $\log D_0$ are shown if they were reported in the original paper. For diopside, the compensation line shown is fit to all elements except H (open circles), He (open square), and Li (solid square). The linear fit to the data is very good if the H, He, and Li values are not included. For plagioclase, the compensation line fit has a steeper slope and is improved considerably if the +1 cations (Li, Na, K, Rb - open circles) and the +4 cation (Si - open squares) are omitted.

**Figure 16.** Compensation diagram for diffusion of Ar, Ba, Ca, K, Li, Na, O, Pb, Sr in alkali feldpars (albite, adularia, microcline, orthoclase, sanidine). There is considerable scatter in the data, although the fit of the compensation line can be improved by selecting the diffusing species by charge.
(trivalent) rare-earth elements, and silicon in a range of mineral types, there are nonetheless significant outliers, and other elements (including univalent elements as noted above) that have considerably poorer correlations.

Compilation, establishment, and interpretation of diffusion compensation relations face two distinct difficulties: (1) the selective exclusion of data that are perceived as “outliers” without strong justification for their exclusion, and (2) the inclusion of diffusion data that may be compromised by non-diffusional processes or experimental artifacts that render Arrhenius relations non-descriptive of volume diffusion. For these reasons, the use of compensation lines to predict diffusion coefficients is likely to be at best a rough approximation. However, the use of compensation relations to help identify “outliers” or “unusual,” and therefore suspect (or very interesting!), diffusion data is quite reasonable.

**IONIC POROSITY**

Similarities in diffusion data for ions of similar size and charge, such as those discussed in this review, have led a number of authors to examine relationships among diffusion coefficients and the “open space” or “ionic porosity” of minerals (e.g., Dowty 1980; Fortier and Giletti 1989; Dahl 1996; Zheng and Fu 1998; Zhao and Zheng 2007). These studies are based on the concept that mobility of ions will be enhanced by more “open space” available in a mineral’s structure. Crystal structure data and ionic size are then used to understand and to predict diffusion data. Most authors have used the ionic radii of Shannon (1976) to calculate ionic porosity, using either anion volume alone (anion porosity) or the volume of all ions (total ionic porosity). Both diffusivity and activation energy may be sensitive to ionic porosity, because a more closely packed structure should raise the potential energy barrier to diffusion.

With the large compilation of diffusion data in our database, it is possible to explore diffusion-porosity trends for a variety of minerals. In general, we found only weak dependence of both diffusivity and activation energy on ionic porosity. The best correlations were observed for oxygen, which makes sense because oxygen is a large diffusing species that may have more difficulty moving through a dense structure than would a small cation. Data for oxygen diffusion under dry conditions (cf. Fig 3B) for all studies in the database are shown in Figure 17. In Figure 17A, diffusivities at 1000 °C are shown to increase with increasing anion porosity. However, the trend is a broad one with little quantitative prediction value. In Figure 17B, activation energy for oxygen diffusion in the same minerals decreases with increasing anion porosity. Although the trend line in Figure 17B is statistically more meaningful, the scatter of the data is still quite large and make the trend of only limited use for quantitative prediction. Similar graphs of rare earth element (REE) diffusion data from the database are given as Figure 18. These are the same data that defined a good compensation relationship in Figure 9A. It is apparent from Figure 18 that ionic porosity is not a good predictor of either diffusivity at 1000 °C or activation energy for diffusion of REE. Data for the diffusion of many other elements yielded similarly unimpressive correlations with ionic porosity. Although several authors have been encouraged by the predictive value of ionic porosity (e.g., Fortier and Giletti 1989; Dahl 1996; Zheng and Fu 1998; Zhao and Zheng 2007), the trends we observed from the database diffusivities are only approximate. Whether they are useful for quantitative prediction depends on the accuracy needed from the prediction. Zhao and Zheng (2007) improve their logD vs. porosity trend lines by adjusting the ionic porosity with temperature. Perhaps more precise diffusion data, restricted by lab or measurement technique, and corrected for temperature and other factors, such as anisotropy, will improve the quantitative utility of a porosity approach.
Figure 17. (A.) Variation of diffusivity at 1000 °C with anion porosity for oxygen diffusion under dry condition for all minerals in the database. (B.) Variation of activation energy with anion porosity for oxygen diffusion under dry condition for all minerals in the database. Anion porosity data are mostly from Zhao and Zheng (2007), supplemented with data from Shannon (1976) and unit cell data from the Am Mineral crystal structure database (MSA 2010). Uncertainties for activation energy and \(D\) are shown if uncertainties were reported in the original paper. Uncertainties for porosity are shown as ±1%. Diffusivity increases and activation energy decreases with increased anion porosity, although there is considerable scatter in the data.
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Figure 18. (A.) Variation of diffusivity at 1000 °C with ionic porosity for rare earth element (REE) diffusion for all minerals in the database. (B.) Variation of activation energy with ionic porosity for REE diffusion for all minerals in the database. Ionic porosity data are mostly from Zhao and Zheng (2007), supplemented with data from Shannon (1976) and unit cell data from the Am Mineral crystal structure database (MSA 2010). Uncertainties for activation energy and \(D\) are shown if uncertainties were reported in the original paper. Uncertainties for porosity are shown as ±1%. The scatter in the data is too large to obtain a statistically significant trend.

\[
y = -0.377x - 41.81 \\
R^2 = 0.52
\]

\[
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R^2 = 0.68
\]
DIFFUSION ANISOTROPY

Diffusion in a non-isometric crystal may vary with the transport direction. Two or three diffusion coefficients (depending on crystal symmetry), along principal directions, are needed to describe fully diffusion in such anisotropic minerals. The principal directions are along crystallographic axes for tetragonal, trigonal, hexagonal, and orthorhombic crystals, but are less predictably oriented for monoclinic and triclinic crystals (see Nye 1985, Chapter XI; Zhang 2010). Many experimentalists report diffusivities for only one direction in their samples. However, 79 diffusivities in 56 papers in the database were measured in two or three directions. Of these, no anisotropy in diffusivity was observed in 39 cases, whereas some anisotropy was observed in 39 cases.

Measurements that revealed no diffusion anisotropy are listed in **Table 1**. Because uncertainties in diffusion measurements can be significant, reader should remember that the lack of observed anisotropy is only as certain as the diffusivities themselves. Measurements that did exhibit diffusion anisotropy are listed in **Table 2**. Also shown in Table 2 are values for the maximum observed difference in logD for the temperatures studied and the difference in activation energy expressed as a fraction of the smallest activation energy. For comparison, these differences are shown in **Figures 19 and 20** as histogram plots. As can be seen in Figure 19, most differences of diffusivity with direction are less than an order of magnitude. Eight have differences greater than one order of magnitude.

Interestingly, many of the measurements with significant anisotropy are for diffusion of oxygen, which suggests that diffusion direction matters more for larger diffusing species. This is consistent with the concept of ionic porosity as a control on diffusivity, as discussed in the previous section. If ionic porosity varies with direction, then diffusion in the direction with the greatest directional porosity should be fastest. Directional porosity is more difficult to evaluate quantitatively than total ionic porosity because a model is needed to rate constrictions versus average open space. We do not believe that the existing diffusion data warrant analysis in such detail. However, we have examined qualitatively the structures of the minerals for which anisotropic diffusivities are reported, looking for obvious open paths or channels in “space filling” representations. In every case, measured diffusion of oxygen is fastest in the direction with more apparent directional porosity (e.g., parallel to the c-axis of quartz or diopside, or parallel to the structural sheets in micas). In most but not all cases, diffusion of other elements also is fastest in the direction with more apparent directional porosity.

Differences in activation energies for minerals with diffusion anisotropy are shown for comparison in Figure 20. Differences have been normalized by the magnitude of the activation energy to show a fractional value. For many of the measurements, the observed activation energies are quite similar, and most are within a factor of two. It is curious that activation energies can be so similar in a mineral, while diffusivities and the pre-exponential factor can vary by an order of magnitude or more. An example is He diffusion in zircon (Cherniak et al. 2009). This relationship makes sense when considering migration of small noble gas atoms that are not charged and may move interstitially. The pre-exponential factor is related to crystal structure, jump frequency and distance, while the activation energy is related to defect formation energy and the energy required to form an activated complex. Things may be more complex for diffusion of charged species, those that may migrate on a range of different lattice sites (or those restricted to only certain lattice sites because of their size), those requiring charge compensation, and those that may migrate by differing mechanisms depending on, for example, fO2 conditions, the presence of water or other hydrous species. We can see no overall trend in the anisotropy of activation energies, although several of the largest differences once again are for oxygen diffusion.
Table 1. Diffusion measurements that revealed no diffusion anisotropy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Mineral Composition</th>
<th>Diffusing Species</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>albite</td>
<td>Ab$_{98}$</td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Giletti and Casserly (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anorthite</td>
<td>An$_{96}$</td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Giletti and Casserly (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apatite</td>
<td>syn. and natural</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>Cherniak (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apatite</td>
<td>Durango</td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Cherniak and Ryerson (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apatite</td>
<td>natural</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>Cherniak (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calcite</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>Farver and Yund (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calcite</td>
<td>$^{18}$O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Farver (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corundum</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Thomas et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>0.4-2.4%Fe</td>
<td>$^{44}$Ca</td>
<td>Dimanov et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>2% Fe</td>
<td>$^{44}$Ca</td>
<td>Dimanov and Jaoul (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>synthetic</td>
<td>$^{26}$Mg</td>
<td>Pacaud (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>3.6% Fe</td>
<td>$^{26}$Mg</td>
<td>Pacaud (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluorapatite</td>
<td></td>
<td>He</td>
<td>Cherniak et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluorapatite</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>Watson et al. (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluorapatite</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>Watson et al. (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluorapatite</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Watson et al. (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hornblenden</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Brabander and Giletti (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labradorite</td>
<td>An$_{62}$</td>
<td>$^{22}$Na</td>
<td>Behrens et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labradorite</td>
<td>Ab$_{96}$</td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Giletti and Casserly (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mullite</td>
<td>2(Al$_2$O$_3$)SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$^{18}$O</td>
<td>Fielitz et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$<em>{100}$ and Fo$</em>{90}$</td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Thomas et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{90}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Demouchy and Mackwell (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{90}$</td>
<td>$^{18}$O</td>
<td>Costa and Chakraborty (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{100}$</td>
<td>$^{18}$O</td>
<td>Jaoul et al. (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{90}$</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Houlier et al. (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$<em>{90}$Fa$</em>{10}$</td>
<td>$^{30}$Si</td>
<td>Houlier et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{90}$</td>
<td>$^{29}$Si</td>
<td>Costa and Chakraborty (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{90}$</td>
<td>$^{30}$Si</td>
<td>Houlier et al. (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthopyroxene</td>
<td>En$_{100}$</td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Thomas et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthopyroxene</td>
<td>En$<em>{99.8}$Fs$</em>{0.02}$</td>
<td>Eu</td>
<td>Cherniak and Liang (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthopyroxene</td>
<td>En$_{100}$syn.</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Stalder and Skogby (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Thomas et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quartz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>Cherniak et al. (2007b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sphalerite</td>
<td>Zn$<em>{99}$Fe$</em>{0.02}$</td>
<td>Zn$^{\leftrightarrow}$Fe</td>
<td>Mizuta (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>titanite</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Morishita et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>titanite</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Cherniak (1995b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tremolite</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>Brabander and Giletti (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zircon</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{30}$Si</td>
<td>Cherniak (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zircon</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>Watson and Cherniak (1997)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2. Diffusion measurements that revealed diffusion anisotropy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Mineral Composition</th>
<th>Diffusing Species</th>
<th>log $D$ Difference Max</th>
<th>$E_a$ Diff Fraction</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>albite</td>
<td>Ab$_{98.5}$</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Giletti &amp; Shanahan (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anorthite</td>
<td>An$_{95}$</td>
<td>$^{28}\text{Mg}$</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>LaTourrette &amp; Wasserburg (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anorthite</td>
<td>An$_{95}$</td>
<td>$^{44}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>LaTourrette &amp; Wasserburg (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anorthite</td>
<td>An$_{95.6}$</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Giletti &amp; Shanahan (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anorthoclase</td>
<td>Or$_{27}$</td>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Cherniak &amp; Watson (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calcite</td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{13}\text{C}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Kronenberg et al. (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>essentially pure</td>
<td>$^{18}\text{O}$</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Farver (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>1.8% Fe</td>
<td>$^{26}\text{Mg}$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>syn., Fe-free</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Woods et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diopside</td>
<td>D$_{i95}$</td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Cherniak (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluorapatite</td>
<td>F,Cl$\leftrightarrow$OH</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Brenan (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gehlenite</td>
<td>syn.</td>
<td>$^{18}\text{O}$</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>Yurimoto et al. (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gehlenite</td>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Ito &amp; Ganguly (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labradorite</td>
<td>An$_{62}$</td>
<td>$^{23}\text{Na}$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Behrens et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labradorite</td>
<td>An$_{67}$</td>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Cherniak (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monazite</td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Smith &amp; Giletti (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oligoclase</td>
<td>An$_{23}$</td>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>Cherniak (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oligoclase</td>
<td>An$_{23}$</td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>Cherniak (1995a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$<em>{83}$ to Fo$</em>{82}$</td>
<td>$^{42}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>Coogan et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{91}$</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>Ito &amp; Ganguly (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{90}$</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>Demouchy &amp; Mackwell (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{90}$</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Petry et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{100}$ syn.</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Chakraborty et al. (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>olivine</td>
<td>Fo$_{100}$ syn.</td>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Demouchy &amp; Mackwell (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthoclase</td>
<td>Or$_{93}$</td>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Cherniak (1995a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthopyroxene</td>
<td>En$_{90}$</td>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Ganguly et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthopyroxene</td>
<td>En$<em>{86}$Fs$</em>{12}$</td>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>Schwandt et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pyrrhotite</td>
<td>Fe$_{0.9}$S</td>
<td>$^{55}\text{Fe}$</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>Condit et al. (1974)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quartz</td>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$^{18}\text{O}$</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>Dennis (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quartz</td>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>$^{18}\text{O}$</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Giletti &amp; Yund (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quartz</td>
<td>natural</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Cherniak (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rutile</td>
<td>natural and syn.</td>
<td>Hf</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>Cherniak et al. (2007a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>titanite</td>
<td>Nd</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>Cherniak (1995b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tourmaline</td>
<td>elbaite</td>
<td>H$\leftrightarrow$D</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>Desbois &amp; Ingrin (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zircon</td>
<td>He</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>Cherniak et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 19. Histogram of measured diffusivities in the mineral diffusion database for which diffusion anisotropy has been determined (see Table 2). Numbers of measurements are grouped in bins (numbers shown bound the bins) according to the maximum observed difference in log\(D\) for the temperatures studied. Thirty-nine measurements reported no anisotropy. Thirty-nine measurements found anisotropy. The three largest anisotropy values are for micas, reported by Fortier and Giletti (1991).

Figure 20. Histogram of measured diffusivities in the mineral diffusion database for which diffusion anisotropy has been determined (see Table 2). Numbers of measurements are grouped in bins (numbers shown bound the bins) according to the difference in observed activation energy expressed as a fraction of the smaller reported activation energy. Activation energies for diffusion in different directions in anisotropic minerals are within a factor of two for most samples.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The accomplishments of the geoscience community in measuring and interpreting diffusion data for minerals over the last four decades are quite impressive. Our database now contains diffusion data for 45 elements and over 40 mineral groups, some with many different compositions represented. With these data available in electronic format, it is possible to look for empirical relationships and to test models against measured diffusivities. In this review we have highlighted some of the general trends concerning diffusion in minerals that can be demonstrated with the database. The keywords here are “general” and “trends.” Precise measurements of diffusion coefficients are experimentally difficult and most papers report data that have significant associated uncertainties. Collections of these data can improve the statistics of any interpretation, although differences among techniques and laboratories may cancel the theoretical gains.

Many opportunities exist to conduct experiments that will further our understanding of diffusion in minerals. We expect to see diffusion data for more minerals, more high pressure studies, more studies of the variation of diffusivities with mineral composition, and more interdiffusion experiments. Significant advances will come as we find ways to reduce the uncertainties inherent in diffusion measurements. Better characterization and understanding of the samples being studied will also help. We hope to see further development of dynamic models of transition states that can be combined with diffusion experiments to make good predictions that match and extend our measurements. We look forward to these advances and to the new data that you, our readers, will provide. Please help us keep the diffusion database up to date by sending us your data to post.
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